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The modern world of computers is generally driven by the need for streamlined user interaction. The average computer user is a busy person, and being able to monitor the activity of Windows on a daily basis is becoming increasingly important. Problems occurring in a particular application can easily escalate into others, and knowing about and
dealing with them at the earliest stage can help to save time and reduce the damage done. Unfortunately, Windows OS has a built-in mechanism for informing about and recording the crashed apps: system event log. However, this mechanism usually has several drawbacks. First, it is easy to accidentally cause an error that results in some sort of
system malfunction. Furthermore, it is not designed to record the detailed information about a specific process or application. Last, but not least, the mechanism of access to the log data requires the user to access the console and enter the required command. That's why the author created WinCrashReport. WinCrashReport was specifically developed
to provide system users with detailed information about crashed Windows apps. The application is very simple in use. You can launch it directly from the program directory and investigate the crashed process right from the start. Furthermore, the program comes with several handy features, such as: * Specify the process ID (PID), thread ID, and name
of the crashed app. * List information about the program that crashed and it's available content. * Export data about the crashed app to a file. * Clear log file after a crash. * Manage desktop icons for crashed programs. * Request that the main window stays on top of other windows. * Create an auto start service that will run in the background. The
interface is clean and user-friendly. All settings are easy to get to. WinCrashReport was created to save the user from the troubles of searching for the crashed program and the unneeded effort of using some other apps. WinCrashReport Description: The modern world of computers is generally driven by the need for streamlined user interaction. The
average computer user is a busy person, and being able to monitor the activity of Windows on a daily basis is becoming increasingly important. Problems occurring in a particular application can easily escalate into others, and knowing about and dealing with them at the earliest stage can help to save time and reduce the damage done. Unfortunately,
Windows OS has a built-in mechanism for informing about and recording the crashed apps: system event log. However, this mechanism
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KeyMatic is an innovative software utility that acts as a keyboard driver, allowing you to change keyboard mapping, add and remove hotkeys, create custom keyboard shortcuts and more, without altering system settings. License: KeyMatic Pro is shareware (freeware), so you are free to use it for evaluation purposes. You may also keep it on your
computer as long as you want, but you will be asked to pay a fee in the form of a registration key within 60 days of trial. PathAnsi provides you with a program that lets you check multiple paths of your operating system, such as C:\Program Files\Adobe\Photoshop CS4\ or C:\Users\Sebastian\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\ and find out the root
folder of your individual user profile. This information is displayed as a tree structure and you can navigate the directories like folders. You can choose between two scanning modes: a slow but comprehensive mode or a faster but rather rudimentary one. In the first mode, it runs with a frequency of two seconds per file system path, while the other one
is much faster. A tree editor and a file information display are provided. The program is totally free and has no hidden costs. SimplyFontMatic is a utility designed for font lovers who want to turn their fonts into pixel fonts. SimplyFontMatic is an easy-to-use and fast font generator that allows you to create high-quality pixel fonts from TrueType fonts
without a separate software. SimplyFontMatic comes with a wide range of TrueType font collections and each collection contains a variety of fonts for both portrait and landscape viewing. The program will take less than a minute to generate a pixel font and the font files it produces will be ready to use in your applications. Fonts generated by
SimplyFontMatic look excellent and are perfectly suitable for use on websites, blogs and other web-based applications, and you can create pixel fonts from any TrueType font that is already installed on your system. Key features: � SimplyFontMatic supports all the latest Microsoft Windows operating systems and is free to use; � SimpleFontMatic
converts TrueType fonts to pixel fonts without a separate software; � SimplyFontMatic is capable of converting all the TrueType fonts from the font collections provided by SimplyFontMatic; � SimplyFontMatic can generate both portrait and landscape pixel fonts with high-quality results. Drop 2edc1e01e8
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WinCrashReport is a simple-to-use and powerful software application that provides you with important details about crashed Windows programs. It's made as an alternative to the default crash reporting app of the operating system. Portability advantages Since setup is not prerequisite, you can save the program directory anywhere on the HDD and
just click the executable to launch WinCrashReport. There is also the possibility to copy it to an external storage device, in order to run in on any PC effortlessly, without having to install anything beforehand. Moreover, it doesn't modify Windows registry settings or create extra files on the disk without your approval, thus leaving no traces behind
after its removal. Clear-cut interface and settings The interface doesn't contain any visually striking elements but it's simple to get around. All crashed apps are automatically loaded at startup, so you can study the process name, exception code and address, product name, file description, process version and company, thread and process ID, along
with more details surrounding a specific program. View and export data about crashed applications WinCrashReport gives you the possibility to select one or more entries from the list and save them to an external file (.txt,.html,.csv,.xml), or to export everything and investigate the technical data later. If you're looking for a particular piece of
information, you can take advantage of a search function. What's more, you can ask the tool to show internal exceptions, make the main frame stay on top of other windows, as well as integrate an icon in the system tray area to keep WinCrashReport running in the background, so it continues surveillance for active processes while you're carrying on
with normal activity on the PC. Evaluation and conclusion No error dialogs were shown in our tests, and the software utility didn't freeze or crash. Its impact on the overall performance was minimal, since it needed low CPU and RAM to work properly. To conclude, WinCrashReport supplies curious users with extensive information about crashed
Windows application. Thanks to the fact that it's portable, you can keep it around on the PC for quick access. WinCrashReport Description: No error dialogs were shown in our tests, and the software utility didn't freeze or crash. Its impact on the overall performance was minimal, since it needed low CPU and RAM to work properly. To conclude,
WinCrashReport supplies curious users with extensive information about crashed Windows application. Thanks to the fact that it's portable, you can keep it around on
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What's New In?

WinCrashReport is a simple-to-use and powerful software application that provides you with important details about crashed Windows programs. It's made as an alternative to the default crash reporting app of the operating system. Portability advantages: Since setup is not prerequisite, you can save the program directory anywhere on the HDD and
just click the executable to launch WinCrashReport. There is also the possibility to copy it to an external storage device, in order to run in on any PC effortlessly, without having to install anything beforehand. Moreover, it doesn't modify Windows registry settings or create extra files on the disk without your approval, thus leaving no traces behind
after its removal. Clear-cut interface and settings: The interface doesn't contain any visually striking elements but it's simple to get around. All crashed apps are automatically loaded at startup, so you can study the process name, exception code and address, product name, file description, process version and company, thread and process ID, along
with more details surrounding a specific program. View and export data about crashed applications: WinCrashReport gives you the possibility to select one or more entries from the list and save them to an external file (.txt,.html,.csv,.xml), or to export everything and investigate the technical data later. If you're looking for a particular piece of
information, you can take advantage of a search function. What's more, you can ask the tool to show internal exceptions, make the main frame stay on top of other windows, as well as integrate an icon in the system tray area to keep WinCrashReport running in the background, so it continues surveillance for active processes while you're carrying on
with normal activity on the PC. Evaluation and conclusion: No error dialogs were shown in our tests, and the software utility didn't freeze or crash. Its impact on the overall performance was minimal, since it needed low CPU and RAM to work properly. To conclude, WinCrashReport supplies curious users with extensive information about crashed
Windows application. Thanks to the fact that it's portable, you can keep it around on the PC for quick access. Description:WinCrashReport is a simple-to-use and powerful software application that provides you with important details about crashed Windows programs. It's made as an alternative to the default crash reporting app of the operating
system. Portability advantages Since setup is not prerequisite, you can save the program directory anywhere on the HDD and just click the executable to launch WinCrashReport. There is also the possibility to copy it to an external storage device, in order to run in on any PC effortlessly, without having to install anything beforehand. Moreover, it
doesn't modify Windows registry settings or create extra files on the disk without your approval, thus leaving no traces behind after its removal. Clear-cut interface and settings The interface doesn't contain any visually striking elements but it's simple to get around. All crashed apps are automatically loaded at startup, so
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System Requirements:

Operating Systems: Windows XP Processor: 1GHz or faster Memory: 128MB RAM (256MB recommended) DirectX: 9.0c Hard Drive: 2GB of free space The first-person shooter "Morrowind" fans have dreamed of for over a decade will be released Tuesday. Called "The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim" and developed by Bethesda Game Studios in cooperation
with Sky-work, the game was previously known as Project 7 as it was the seventh video game in the "The Elder Scrolls"
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